THE GEN

Coming events to lock in:
•
•

THE BIG ONE: THIS WEEK
Rotary Magic Night September 15 (partners)

•

District Governor Colin Muir September 22
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This Week
President Sam Binstock
Welcomes you to our
MAGIC NIGHT

Inside the Gen:
You too can join Rotary
The Magic of Rotary
Last week This week

Rotary and Magic
Sol Rosenzweig MAGICIAN

The Magic of Rotary—Feel Free to JOIN us.

Last Week This Week:
Our Speaker last week (8 September)

The eradication of polio from the world is Rotary’s greatest magic, it is
nearly gone from the world, and Bill Gates has already committed
hundreds of millions of dollars to this end. Rotary acts with shelter
boxes in devastated countries eg flooded areas, after earthquakes.
Locally The Caulfield Hospital Mobility Track is our Club’s project.
INTERESTED in being a ROTARIAN please ask any member of our
CLUB you would be very welcome. Service Above Self!

The Art of Magic

Magic is a performing art that entertains an audience by creating
illusions of seemingly impossible or supernatural feats, using purely
natural means. These feats are called magic tricks, effects or illusions.
One who performs such illusions is called a magician or an illusionist.
Some performers may also be referred to by names reflecting the type
of magical effects they present, such as prestiditators, conjurers,
mentalists, escape artists and ventriloquists.
COVER PAGE PHOTO: The Conjurer, 1475-1480 Note that the man in
the back row is stealing another man's purse. He is also applying
misdirection by looking up at the sky to misdirect the audience from his
actions. The artist has even misdirected us from the thief, because we
are drawn to the magician.

Rotarians are encouraged to use THE GEN as a means of sharing information
about Rotary coming events and news. Your item can be emailed to
heubergd@anz.com Preferred deadline Friday 5pm..

John Strong stood in at short notice as speaker in place of John
Mountford and Stephanie Sacco, with John Mountford taken seriously ill
with food-poisoning. So instead of acting as Chairman, John Strong was
the speaker, and, instead of explaining the complexities of modern willmaking, we were treated to a masterly account of John’s career as a land
surveyor, rising from a young man with the then Country Roads Board to a
Director of Fisher Stewart, one of Australia’s top land surveying and
project managers. It seemed that no job was too large. We all came
away with a far better appreciation of land surveying but also of our
wonderful Rotarian member. Thanks John, a terrific job.
Our Guest this week (15 September)
It is going to be a magical night. Who knows what is going to happen? We
might all be levitated, sawn in half, have years taken off us or simply had
our wrist watched pinched under our noses. We do know that Sol
Rosenzweig is a committee member of the Australian Society of
Magicians, Australia's largest and oldest magic club.
We also know he is is one of Kurt Langfelder’s bowling buddies so he must
be good.
Like all good magicians, he never tells his secrets, so we just have to sit
back and all will be explained – not likely!
This is NOT the Editor although not certain who this could
be? A STRONG MAN in his hey day, though there may be
a touch of Harry Houdini in this picture it just couldn’t be
ehe, no must be a STRONG man who makes good speeches.

